
    
 the one who knows            listens in silence           in order to integrate the universe

               based on the knowledge            that reaches the foundations          where with great 

wisdom a seed is sown          a little ray of the hidden sun         which unifies all of the pieces       

to enter into the well of inner wisdom  !      where the student clears the mind, taking 

account of what is not yet ripe           dissipating the clouds of doubt, raising him/herself up 

      breaks with habitual caution and reaches the white light          closing the equivocating

part and entering a trance          receives the light of one who knows           in order to see into 

darkness           touching a music of the future            with the song and the rhythm    

located in the correct place where the food of divination is obtained    

(vayeb) all that is needed to obtain the precious stone

Jose Arguelles is a Mexican-American with a doctorate in art history who in early life began a personal quest to invoke his ancestral roots to the Maya. He journeyed to 

the Yucatan in person, and furthermore made many transcendental voyages to the homeland of what he calls ‘the Lost Maya’ - a heaven the souls rose to when their 

of 2012 and the Long Count’s renewal. His basic faith is that the Maya want us to return to primal rhythms of nature, particularly to a year-count that’s not disjointed 

birth - and thereby is a metaphor for honoring the divine mother, and the darkness of the womb. Arguelles cites the war, economic injustice and patriarchal leanings 

holistic - natural - calendar from the Maya. 

channeled through his visionary wisdon, we can invoke synchronicity and an ever-heightened sense of connection with the cosmos - with the divinity of all life. Like any 

spiritual path, it offers both the challenge and joy of awakening to ourselves and each other. And because Arguelles doesn’t seek to appropriate the calendars from the 

current culture of the Yucatan, he has ritually reinvented the original Mayan cycles to incorporate other spiritual traditions - and to show the undeniable interconnection 

between world cultures when we move to the bigger vision of earth and sky and the cycles that hold us within them.

and comprehension of astronomy, agriculture and the erection of mammoth stone pyramids without the aid of the wheel nor 

their pyramid and temple walls. Archeological study of these etchings have resurrected the Mayan wisdom of the stars.  

-

Red Moon day of this RED OVERTONE MOON year, we will have spanned 20 days and can 

receive a new line of verse.
 

is sacred because it reveres the elemental gifts of life as perceived by the Maya; each day honors a foundational archetype 

that forms our existence: sun, moon, star, earth, as well as the creatures - serpent, dog, eagle - and the elements - wind, storm. 

thanks for its part in giving us life. 

-

dation of this modern version. May we honor the Mayan culture, ancient and contemporary, for the mystical insight and 

inspiration of this sacred walk through time. 

The Dreamspell
of jose Arguelles

The  Mayan Influence on Natural Time

a phrase initated with each RED MOON day of this RED MOON year

2012
The mayan prophecy 

for winter solstice 

oF 2012 is foremostly 

a description of the 

end of a 26,000 year 

calendar cycle 

called the long count.
We can easily imagine 

the great change of 

completing a span of 

time that parallels 

the existence of our 

own homo sapien

 species.
Let 12/21/12 hold the same 

sense of heartfelt 

renewal we feel at the 

start of a new year. 
in the time until that 

transit we can feel 

both large scale 

endings all around 

us, as well as the 

 undeniable new 

beginnings already 

filling other losses 

with great joy.

Vinals


